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During this Advent season of reflection and anticipation, you are cordially invited to visit an exhibition based on some of the world’s most spectacular places of worship. While living and working in Italy, the artist encountered medieval cathedral interiors “as places of mystery”, as architectural hymns of praise. Through the process of “painting them they also became metaphors for the experience of painting itself: discoveries arrived at through waiting shadows and moments of light.”

Rivier College Art Gallery
November 9 – December 11, 2009

Michelle Arnold Paine

paintings
drawings
prints

L’Attesa e L’Ascolto
WAITING AND LISTENING

OPEN HOURS:
Monday through Thursday 11:00 A.M. to 3:45 P.M.; 6:00 to 8:30 P.M.
Friday 11:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M.